Objective: Automated understanding of consumer health inquiries might be hindered by misspellings. To detect and correct various types of spelling errors in consumer health questions, we developed a distributable spell-checking tool, CSpell, that handles nonword errors, real-word errors, word boundary infractions, punctuation errors, and combinations of the above. Methods: We developed a novel approach of using dual embedding within Word2vec for context-dependent corrections. This technique was used in combination with dictionary-based corrections in a 2-stage ranking system. We also developed various splitters and handlers to correct word boundary infractions. All correction approaches are integrated to handle errors in consumer health questions. Results: Our approach achieves an F 1 score of 80.93% and 69.17% for spelling error detection and correction, respectively. Discussion: The dual-embedding model shows a significant improvement (9.13%) in F 1 score compared with the general practice of using cosine similarity with word vectors in Word2vec for context ranking. Our 2-stage ranking system shows a 4.94% improvement in F 1 score compared with the best 1-stage ranking system. Conclusion: CSpell improves over the state of the art and provides near real-time automatic misspelling detection and correction in consumer health questions. The software and the CSpell test set are available at https://umlslex.nlm.nih.gov/cSpell.
INTRODUCTION
Automatic spelling correction is a fundamental component needed for most natural language processing (NLP) applications. Healthrelated questions asked by consumers often contain many orthographic errors. The National Library of Medicine (NLM) provides 2 venues for consumers to ask health-related questions: (1) an online Consumer Health Information Question Answering system (CHIQA) that automatically generates answers to consumer health questions in real-time and (2) traditional customer services to which the consumers submit questions via forms and emails. Customer services also need to be supported automatically. Questions submitted to CHIQA are usually short, whereas requests submitted to customer services are longer and often contain additional information, such as demographics and clinical history, which consumers believe will help understand and answer their questions better. A distributable spell-checking tool, CSpell, is used as the first module in the NLP pipeline in CHIQA, which requires correcting errors fast enough for the system to provide answers in real time (ie, within milliseconds after receiving the question). In the future, we plan to suggest corrections to the users while they are typing the question.
The errors in consumers' questions include nonword errors (ie, words not in the dictionary) and real-word errors (ie, errors that are valid words, but not intended). In most NLP systems, white spaces are used as word boundaries. We therefore treat word boundary infractions caused by misplaced white spaces as special cases in both nonword and real-word errors. The word boundary problems include agglutination (missing spaces between 2 or more words) and split errors (splitting a single word). 1 Agglutination and split errors can be corrected by split and merge corrections, respectively. 2 In addition, consumers often use informal language when they ask questions. 2, 3 Contractions and wrong word boundaries on digits or punctuation can be corrected by pattern matches without a dictionary (non-dictionary-based corrections). Finally, multiple corrections are needed to correct combined errors. Applications that rely on dictionary-based tools to recognize biomedical terminology in consumer-generated text need a spell-checking tool with the above correction features as a preprocessing step. 
RELATED WORK

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The Ensemble method was chosen as a strong baseline because it was intended to correct errors in consumer health questions, and it outperformed publicly available tools by a large margin (over 30%). 2 We used both the training set and the test set from the baseline as a training set to develop CSpell and then tested on a newly annotated test set collected from consumer health questions submitted to the NLM customer services. Our training set consists of 471 consumer health questions with 24 837 tokens, 1008 annotation tags, and 774 of 964 instances of nonword or real-word corrections. This training set covers a good variety of lengths and errors for consumer health questions. The word count ranges from 5 to 328, with an average of 52.49 words per question. The number of errors ranges from 0 to 27, with an average of 2.14 errors per question. The distribution of spelling errors is shown in Table 1 . Figure 1 lists examples of errors corrected by CSpell in the training set. The errors are in italics and the corrections are underlined. Ex-2 shows split errors on trichorhinophalangeal that require multiple merge corrections on the nonword, tricho. CSpell handles multiple errors through multiple corrections. For example, in Ex-6, shuntfrom2007.How is first corrected to shuntfrom 2007. How (nondictionary split correction) then to shunt from 2007. How (nonword split correction). In Ex-7, anti depresants is corrected to anti depressants (nonword spelling correction), then to antidepressants (real-word merge correction). Our new test set was generated by finding consumer health questions with the highest count of out of vocabulary (OOV) terms. The SPECIALIST Lexicon 2017 release (https://umlslex.nlm.nih.gov/lexicon) was used as the dictionary to identify OOVs. This test set includes 224 questions, 16 707 tokens, 1946 annotation tags, and 974 of 1178 instances of nonword or real-word corrections. The errors were manually annotated by 2 annotators (A.R.A., S.E.S.) independently. The disagreements were reconciled by the annotators with arbitration by D.D.-F. as needed.
We next describe the CSpell algorithm. Please refer to the design documents, configuration setup, source code, and test data at the CSpell website (https://umlslex.nlm.nih.gov/cSpell) for more details.
Architecture design: Pipeline Different types of errors have different characteristics and require specific strategies for corrections. A multilayer design consisting of models for non-dictionary-based and dictionary-based corrections was implemented in CSpell. CSpell integrates several stand-alone spelling correction models combined in the sequential order as shown in Figure 2 . The nondictionary correction model includes handlers and splitters. They were arranged as a chain of intermediate operators to handle HTML/XML tags introduced by the software that consumers use to ask questions, informal expressions, and missing spaces on adjacent punctuation or digits. For example, test? pls (Ex-5) was corrected to test? pls by a punctuation splitter, then it was corrected to test? please by the informal expression handler. The dictionary-based correction model includes 4 modules: (1) the detector (to detect errors), (2) the candidate generator (to generate correcting candidates), (3) the ranker (to rank candidates and find the best correction), and (4) the corrector (to replace the detected error with the best correction). The corrector is needed to cope with single-token (spelling and split) and multitoken (merge) corrections.
The input text is tokenized to words and processed sequentially. A lazy implementation of tokenization on punctuation (delay tokenizing on punctuation until the last moment) was used to avoid unnecessary computation for tokenization and assembly on punctuation.
Dictionary-based correction model
Detectors The SPECIALIST Lexicon (hereafter, the Lexicon) 24 was used as the dictionary because all of its records are manually validated by linguists, and it targets both general English and biomedical terminology. Different word collections, such as numerals, abbreviations or acronyms, proper nouns, single words, multiwords, 25, 26 and element words (unigrams in multiwords), 26 were retrieved from Lexicon records. In addition, consumer-related medical terms retrieved from the Unified Medical Language System Metathesaurus 27 were added to the dictionary. Words that are not in the dictionary are detected as nonword errors. Digits, punctuation, URLs, email addresses, and measurements are identified as error exceptions that require no corrections. Abbreviations or acronyms are excluded from the dictionary for the nonword merges. For example, dur and ing are considered nonwords and merged to during, which would not have happened had the acronyms been included because dur stands for drug use review and ing stands for isotope nephrogram in the Lexicon. Detection and correction for real-word errors in CSpell is computed on the fly, based on context scores, word frequency scores, and other heuristic rules, as detailed in the section on ranking knowledge sources. No confusion sets or assumptions on the number of real-word errors were used. A real-word error is detected by 6 rules, when the token (1) is in the dictionary, (2) is not an error exception, (3) was not corrected previously in the CSpell pipeline, (4) has a context score, (5) has a word count greater than a threshold, and (6) has length greater than a threshold. The values of threshold in criteria 5 and 6 are configurable in CSpell. Empirical best values of thresholds and other variables described in the paper are provided in the default configuration of CSpell.
Candidate generators
For real-time spelling correction, Church and Gale's 9 reverse minimum edit distance technique was used to generate nonword spelling and split candidates. In our training set, 67.74%, 91.24%, and 96.37% of errors are within edit distances of 1, 2, and 3, respectively. This result is similar to Flor's 14 reports on error
severity. An edit distance of 2 was, therefore, chosen as the edit distance threshold to cover over 91.24% of errors for fast candidate generation. To avoid expensive edit distance computations between a misspelled word and all 0.6 million words in the dictionary, 16 only words within 2 edits and in the dictionary were generated as candidates. The maximum length of misspellings and number of splits are configurable. Multiwords, element words, and abbreviations or acronyms were checked to validate split candidates. For example, "se i ng" is not a split candidate from seing because se and ng are abbreviations in the Lexicon. Nonword merge candidates include removing spaces and replacing spaces with hyphens among the original token and its adjacent tokens within a specified window (eg, non prescription has two merge candidates of nonprescription and nonprescription). Finally, a merge candidate must be in the dictionary and not an abbreviation or acronym. A real-word candidate must have a context score greater than an empirically defined threshold. Candidates for real-word spelling corrections have to be at least 3 characters long. Additional orthographic and phonetic rules were used for real-word spelling correction to ensure candidates look and sound like the original token. Heuristic rules based on the total number of short words were used for real-word splits and merges. For example, "a not her" is an invalid real-word split candidate of another because the count of short words (words that are <4 characters long) is above the default threshold of 2 words, while "an other" is a valid real-word split candidate with 1 short word. Other rules such as checking on units, proper nouns, multiwords, and inflectional variants were also used. For example, hu man is an invalid real-word split candidate of human because Hu is a proper noun. 
Ranker
Rankers are used to rank the candidates and find the best candidates for corrections. We developed a novel approach to calculate context scores and a 2-stage ranking system to effectively utilize knowledge sources.
RANKING KNOWLEDGE SOURCES
We enhanced Ensemble's orthographic similarity score 2 by using a weighted sum of edit distance, phonetic similarity, and leading or trailing character overlap similarity scores, with weighting factors of 1.0, 0.7, and 0.8 (empirically determined), respectively. For example, the orthographic similarity score for truely and truly is 2.27 ( ¼ 1.0*0.904 þ 0.7*1.0 þ 0.8*0.83). The edit distance score is 0.904, obtained by deducting the cost of normalized edit distance (1 delete) 0.096 from 1. The phonetic score is 1.0 because both terms have the same phonetic representation as [TRL] in Double Metaphone. Double Metaphone was selected for phonetic representation because it has the best performance compared with Metaphone, Caverphone 2, and Refined Soundex. Leading or trailing character overlap similarity score calculates the overlap of matching characters at the beginning and the end of 2 terms, divided by the length of the longer term, 0.83 ¼ (3 þ 2)/6. A consumer health corpus was established by collecting health related articles from 16 consumerfacing National Institutes of Health websites (the list of the websites in the collection is available at https://lsg3.nlm.nih.gov/LexSysGroup/Projects/cSpell/current/docs/designDoc/UDF/Corpus/consumerCorpus.html#CH_CORPUS) that were used for answering consumer health questions. This corpus includes 17 139 articles, 10 228 699 tokens, and 192 818 unique words (Table 2 ) and was used to retrieve unigram word count. Word frequency score is normalized between 0 and 1. For each word, it is calculated as its frequency in the consumer health corpus divided by the number of occurrences of the most frequent word in this collection. The orthographic similarity score and word frequency score were used as the error model and the language model to calculate the noisy channel score. [10] [11] [12] [13] These techniques were used for isolated-word error ranking. The Word2vec CBOW model was used for context-dependent ranking. The CBOW is a shallow machine learning neural network model with a single hidden layer (Figure 3) . It is used to predict a target word at the output layer from a given context in the input layer. Two matrices, the input matrix (IM) and output matrix (OM), are used to calculate the hidden layer ( In stage 2, the selected candidates are ranked using context information (eg, heavy duty, have diabetes, hay fever, wavy lines). A 1-stage ranking system with chain comparators comparing context scores followed by word frequency scores was used for nonword merge corrections. The best candidate with the highest context score was used for real-word correction only if it had a positive context score and the original token had a negative context score. Additionally, for realword merges and splits, a confidence factor with a value between 0 and 1 was used when both the best candidate and the original token had positive context scores. The confidence factor multiplied by the best candidate's score must be greater than the original token's score for a real-word correction. In our experiments, confidence factors were 0.6 and 0.01 for real-word merge and split corrections, respectively. More heuristic rules for using the edit distance score, phonetic similarity, overlap similarity, orthographic similarity, and word frequency scores were implemented for real-word spelling corrections. Corrector The spelling and split correctors replace the original token with the best candidate. The merge corrector modifies the input text by going through all merge operations sequentially. Cases of overlapping candidates were handled by selecting the longest string. For example, implement and implementation are 2 adjacent merges for imple ment ation. implementation is used for merge correction because implementation contains implement.
Evaluation and results
On the test set, CSpell outperforms Ensemble by 14.03% and 12.33% to achieve 80.93% and 69.17% on F 1 scores for error detection and corrections, respectively ( Table 3 ). The performance of error detection (80.98% F 1 ) and error correction (73.38% F 1 ) on the training set is slightly better than the performance on the test set. The test set is a harder set for spelling correction because it was sampled from questions with the highest OOV rate. The error rate (error corrections / tokens of the test set ¼ 0.07) is much higher than the training set (0.04). Accordingly, both CSpell and Ensemble had worse performance on the test set than on the training set. In addition to evaluating CSpell on all misspellings, we evaluated its performance on only those terms that are important for question understanding. The important terms were identified during manual annotation. The results on the important terms are very close to the overall results.
DISCUSSION
We presented a new approach to correction of errors in consumers' health-related questions. We chose the neural embedding approach for context-dependent corrections because of its simplicity and outstanding performance. 22, 23 Kilicoglu et al 2 and Fivez et al. 15 used a single matrix IM from the Word2vec model to compute the cosine similarity with word vectors between context and candidates as context scores. The dual-embedding model improved 9.13% in the F 1 score from 59.02% to 68.15%, compared with using a single-matrix model for context ranking on nonword corrections. We observed that this unsupervised model captured certain syntactic and semantic regularities. For examples, "the diagnost" and "was diagnost" were corrected to the diagnosis and was diagnosed, respectively. We used context scores for real-word correction without using predefined confusion sets, or assumptions on limited correction numbers and consecutive real-word errors. We used a context window of 2 words on each side of the original token (5 total), which had the best performance compared with larger window sizes. If the relevance of global context in the article is of interest, we suggest using a larger window size in training and the equivalent window in the application.
Observing that ranking by context scores had the highest precision, yet the lowest recall, compared with other knowledge sources in our tests, we used context scores first (before using other techniques) in the ranking chain comparators to retrieve the most relevant candidates. The performance of real-word detection and correction was lower than nonword detection and correction due to the notably lower recall ( Table 3 ). The recall of context scores mostly relies on the coverage of the training corpus in CBOW model. The consumer health corpus used to train this model contained only 8.59% of the words in the dictionary. Recall and F 1 of real-word detections and corrections might be improved by a corpus with higher coverage of relevant vocabulary or a vocabulary with higher coverage of consumer language. We are working on developing a publicly accessible larger consumer health corpus, which we hope will benefit NLP projects dealing with consumer health.
We carefully chose techniques for the best isolated-word error corrections. First, the orthographic similarity, edit distance, and leading or trailing character overlap similarity scores were enhanced. Second, the noisy channel score was used, which resulted in 2.04% improvement in F 1 score compared with using word frequency scores.
In each of the 4 correction modules, we integrated the corrections in a multilayer pipeline design to handle various types of spelling errors. We tried various methods (including the Ensemble method) of combining correction suggestions. The 2-stage ranking system had the best performance for nonword spelling and split corrections with 4.94% improvement compared with the best 1-stage combined ranking system. We chose the edit distance of 2, which accounts for over 91.24% of the errors in our collection, as implementing larger edit distances results in higher complexity and slower performance. A confusion matrix with frequencies of letter substitutions or allowing a limited set of edits, such as adjacent keys and similar constants substitution, could improve performance in the future.
The characteristics of spelling errors depend on the application domain. Dictionaries and corpora are 2 main data sources needed for corrections. We compared the Lexicon with 3 other dictionaries. The Lexicon has the best F 1 score, of 81.15%, compared with using dictionaries from Jazzy (31.95% F 1 ), Ensemble (73.67% F 1 ), 2 and MEDLINE (74.87% F 1 ) in our tests. In addition, word frequencies from the MEDLINE n-gram set, 25, 28 which is 5 times the size of our consumer health corpus, resulted in a 1.20% drop in F 1 compared with our corpus, showing that focused smaller relevant corpora outperform more general large collections that are not necessarily related to consumer health data. CSpell was also informally tested to correct spelling errors in MEDLINE titles, and the preliminary results are similar to those on the consumer health questions, indicating that CSpell might potentially be used for other biomedical spelling error corrections.
CSpell has an order of magnitude (11.4) better speed performance than Ensemble: it processes 430 words with 12.6 nonword corrections and 120 words with 3.6 real-word corrections per second on a Red Hat Enterprise Workstation 7.3 Maipo (Red Hat Inc, Raleigh, NC), Intel Xeon(R) CPU E5506 @2.13 GHz (Dell), indicating the tool could be used for real-time corrections (ie, within milliseconds as the consumers are typing their questions).
CSpell provides many configurable options. Empirical best values of thresholds and other variables described in the article are provided in the default configuration file. Configurable options allow CSpell to use dictionaries and corpora from different domains. Other options, such as certain types of corrections in the multilayer pipeline can be specified, allowing the users to address their specific interests. With such features as selecting types of corrections, configurable options and Java APIs, we hope that CSpell provides a useful generic spelling tool for the NLP community.
CONCLUSION
We developed a multilayer spelling correction model for correction of spelling and word boundary infraction errors. A novel approach of dual embedding within the Word2vec CBOW model was proposed for context-dependent corrections. A 2-stage ranking system was developed to best utilize different knowledge sources. The combination of the previously mentioned enhancements resulted in improved performance for spelling detections and corrections in real time. CSpell is distributed by the NLM via an Open Source License agreement. The software, documents, testing data of CSpell are available at https://umlslex.nlm.nih. gov/cSpell. 
